GRADING OF ITI'S

An initiative to ensure quality assurance mechanism for ITIs and to provide a benchmark for comparison among ITI's

Overview

- MSDE has introduced a scheme for Grading of Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) from 2017
  - It is open for both government and private ITIs
  - Different level of stakeholders will be able to rate at different time periods
  - Good ITIs will be incentivised
  - Institute's rating will be printed on the final mark sheets of students
Grading - Phases

Core Grading Committee
Final Star Rating

- Grading of ITI is not a criteria for De-Affiliation of ITI.

- Grading would be printed on final NCVT certificates. For ITI's not opting for grading, it will be indicated as "Ungraded ITI"
Phases

- Phase I: ITI user, parents, visitors, employees, faculty, trainees and anonymous users
  - Ratings by SPIU & NPIU will be visible to specific roles
- Phase II: an external agency appointed by DGT to physical verify the facts
  - Will provide an independent report verifying & attaching records
- Final Rating: Core grading committee to consider all inputs and come up with final "Star Rating" for each ITI

Stakeholders

Grading of ITI's
Benefits of grading

- Following incentives shall accrue to ITIs who opt for grading and preferably score rating of 3 and above:
  - ITIs will be allowed to add new trades/units
  - Eligible to receive financial support under Government schemes including STRIVE (proposed World Bank Project)
  - Principals and Instructors of private ITIs will be provided training in central institutes in India and will also be given an opportunity for training abroad, wherever possible
  - Awards for best ITI and best Principal on "Skill Day" and on other relevant skill development platforms
  - Flexibility in charging higher course fee from students
  - No re-affiliation will be required if an ITI continuously scores 3+ rating provided there is no change in affiliation norms for the trades in ITI

Grading is not a criteria for de-affiliation

Salient Points

- Read the grading framework & FAQ document to understand the process
- Grading can only be accessed from NCVT MIS portal
- An ITI (self-rating institute) can provide rating only once. Other roles can provide multiple ratings
- SPIU and NPIU roles will not be allowed rate institutes outside of their mapped jurisdiction, they can also rate an institute only once
Salient Points

- Ratings submitted by a user are reflected immediately after submission as a pop up message.
- Users will also receive a system generated mail post submission stating the system generated score provided by them.
- Rating once submitted will not be removed.
- Users are expected to give the comments against each parameters as numbers, proof pertaining to the parameters like plot size for Dedicated plot in the name of ITI, built up area information for Owned building, etc.

Where We Are

- **Self Rating by ITI's**
  - Rating by Crowd, SPIU and NPIU

- **Validation of facts by an external agency**
  - Field inspection and validation of facts

- **Core Grading Committee**
  - Allocation of star rating based on data

- **NCVT MIS Portal**
  - Independent Report & Recommendations

- Final Score, to be printed on mark sheet
Way forward

Questions/help/Issues

- For any issues or problems related to grading send an email to itigradinghelp@gmail.com with details as mentioned below:
  - Name
  - Email
  - Contact Number
  - ITI Code
  - Message
Thank You